Ibotenic lesions of the nucleus accumbens promote reactivity to spatial novelty in nonreactive DBA mice: implications for neural mechanisms subserving spatial information encoding.
The role of the nucleus accumbens (NA) in forming spatial representations was investigated in C57BL/6 (C57) and DBA/2 (DBA) inbred mice. One week before testing, bilateral excitotoxic lesions were performed in the NA using ibotenic acid. Testing consisted of placing mice in an arena containing 5 objects at a fixed location and, after habituation to the object configuration, examining their reactivity to the displacement (spatial novelty) or the substitution (object novelty) of some of these objects. C57 mice reacted to spatial novelty and DBA mice did not. Both strains, however, reacted to object novelty. The lesion had no effect on C57 mice's performance, but in the DBA mice, it promoted a clear reaction to spatial novelty that was absent in control animals. Radial maze performance also was improved in DBA with NA lesions. Results suggest the NA as a possible site for modulating spatially mediated behaviors in poor-performing subjects.